
Automotive Seat Market to Reach $101,397.20
Million by 2025 at CAGR 4.3% - AMR

PORTLAND, ORAGON, UNITED STATES, September 13, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

automotive seat market size was valued at $71,651.20 million in 2017, and is projected to reach

$101,397.20 million by 2025, registering a CAGR of 4.3% from 2018 to 2025. The gasoline vehicle

energy source type segment was the highest contributor to the market in 2017, accounting for

$56,828.9 million, and is estimated to reach $72,226.0 million by 2025, registering a CAGR of

2.9% during the forecast period. In 2017, the automotive seat market share has accounted

highest for the Asia-Pacific region.

The automotive environment is changing at a rapid pace due to globalization. Therefore,

increase in automotive sales due to improvement in manufacturing facilities in most of the

emerging countries such as China, India, and Brazil is a key factor that drive the demand for

automotive seats. Improvement in productivity of automotive seats in the automotive sector is

anticipated to influence prominent players to invest and expand the business through different

segments such as electric and internal combustion engine. In addition, increase in disposable

income of consumers and surge in passenger vehicles sale across the globe fuel the demand for

automotive vehicles, which in turn is expected to boost the growth of the automotive seat

market.

Access Free sample PDF Copy of the Report – https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-

sample/4761
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Developing countries such as India, China, and Brazil are the most promising countries for the
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seat in automobiles from the giant companies are expected to fueling the growth of the market.

The automotive seat market trends are decided on the basis of forecast from 2018 to 2025. In

recent years, consumers have shifted their interest toward technologically advanced,

autonomous seating that have number of applications. This in turn increases the overall use of

automotive seat components in vehicles, thereby boosting the automotive seat market growth.

For Purchase Enquiry – https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/purchase-enquiry/4761

Key Findings of the Automotive Seat Market:

In 2017, based on seat type, the bucket seat segment generated the highest revenue.

In 2017, by vehicle type, the passenger type was the highest revenue contributor.

In 2017, by vehicle energy source, the gasoline segment was the highest revenue contributor.

In 2017, region wise, Asia-Pacific contributed the highest revenue, followed by Europe, North

America, and LAMEA.

Request for Customization Research – https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-for-

customization/4761

Leading market players:

Lear Corporation

Gentherm

Konsberg Automotive

Adientplc

Continental AG

Magna International Inc.

II-VI, Inc.

Toyota Motor Corporation

Recticel

Faurecia
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About us:

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of “Market

Research Reports” and “Business Intelligence Solutions.” AMR has a targeted view to provide

business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and

achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domain.

We are in professional corporate relations with various companies and this helps us in digging

out market data that helps us generate accurate research data tables and confirms utmost

accuracy in our market forecasting. Allied Market Research CEO Pawan Kumar is instrumental in

inspiring and encouraging everyone associated with the company to maintain high quality of

data and help clients in every way possible to achieve success. Each and every data presented in

the reports published by us is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from

leading companies of domain concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology

includes deep online and offline research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and

analysts in the industry.
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